
             s federal IT leaders continue to assess 
how best to manage their data and applications in the 
cloud and on-premises, many must still confront a 
deeper challenge: The need to establish an enterprise-
wide view of their data and a more robust strategy for 
managing that data over its lifetime.

Having a comprehensive data strategy involves far 
more than knowing what data your agency has, which 
data is most valuable and where it resides. A holistic 
data strategy serves as a linchpin for cloud adoption 
— and one of the most fundamental enablers of cloud-
driven transformation, say analysts in a recent Harvard 
Business Review Analytic Services report, The State of 
Cloud-Driven Transformation.  

Without a fully informed data strategy, organizations 
run the risk of transferring workloads to the cloud 
only to lose out on the potential insights and value the 
cloud can offer, says Geoff Woollacott in the report. 
Woollacott is a senior strategy consultant and principal 
analyst at Technology Business Research, a global IT, 
telecom, and professional services advisory firm.

“It would be like if you only use a smartphone as a 

phone. It becomes a really expensive phone,” says 
Juliana Vida, group vice president and chief strategy 
advisor at Splunk, which sponsored the HBRAS report. 
“But if you use it to run your life, it makes everything 
simpler and it becomes a very good investment.”

Vida, a former deputy CIO at the Pentagon and 
retired U.S. Navy commander, argues that despite the 
challenges of capitalizing on cloud services, agencies 
have “no other option” but to move to the cloud. 

“The world is moving to a place where there is too much 
data coming at us all day, every day. There is no other 
way to manage the volume, velocity, variety, and pace 
without leveraging cloud technology,” she says. “So 

Platforms that observe and analyze cross-domain data in 
real-time are proving essential to deciding what information 
should remain on-prem or move to the cloud.

the end state has to be figuring out how and when to 
leverage these mature data analytics capabilities that 
are optimized in the cloud.”

Without a foundational data strategy upfront, however, 
deciding what to move the cloud becomes even harder 
than it already is, she says.

Prioritize platforms over rationalization

“Cloud solutions alone will not deliver data clarity,” 
says Dion Hinchcliffe, vice president and principal 
analyst at technology research and advisory firm 
Constellation Research, commenting in the HBRAS 
report. “In fact, they may create even less clarity 
because the data may be more dispersed.” That’s also 

in part because cloud providers only see a portion of a 
customer’s data. 

It’s not surprising, then, that 66% of executives polled 
globally in the report say that leveraging real-time data 
analytics, enabled by artificial intelligence or machine 
learning, is very or extremely important to monitoring and 
gaining insights across cloud services, applications and 
infrastructure. “There’s a big gap between data strategy 
and execution in most organizations,” Hinchliffe says.

Vida adds that while the findings represent the views 
of executives in a cross-section of industry sectors, 
the implications carry over to federal agencies. In 
particular, she argues, agencies need to move beyond 
rationalizing applications and data centers in the name 
of efficiency. Instead, agencies should adopt a platform 
approach, like that available on Splunk Cloud Platform, 
that can gather, unify, analyze and act on data from all 
types of systems across an organization, including data 
operating in the cloud.

“The right platforms help you identify which data you're 
actually using, which applications you actually need… 
and take the human effort out of it to figure out what’s 
important,” she explains. 
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A platform approach to 
data analytics can help 
you actually rationalize the 
data that you need to  
keep on-prem or move to 
the cloud.”
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How platforms accelerate modernization

As importantly, she says, a platform approach can 
“help you actually rationalize the data that you need to 
keep on-prem or move to the cloud.” And that in turn 
can speed up decisions on IT modernization, cloud and 
infrastructure investment strategies.

That was borne out in the success the U.S. Census 
Bureau had in unifying dozens of disparate systems and 
data sources onto a single platform as part of a sweeping 
effort to overhaul its legacy systems and build a cloud-
enabled IT environment in time for the 2020 census.

“Before this census, we never could bring all our data 
together to help the management team visualize and 
optimize our processing cycles,” says Subrahmanyam 
Korisapati, assistant division chief of the Bureau’s 
Address & Database and Middleware Services division. 
By providing an automated way to access and analyze 
data across the Bureau’s 52 systems and 35 operating 
divisions, Splunk’s Data-to-Everything Platform provided 
the bureau’s DevOps teams the ability to deploy and 
secure a full range of new digital tools to manage and 
analyze data collected during the 2020 census. 

Other federal agencies are also leveraging Splunk’s 
Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR) 
system to manage “the avalanche of data they’re bringing 
in, to run their security playbooks,” says Vida. Splunk SOAR 
supports hundreds of tools and thousands of unique APIs, 
enabling IT teams to coordinate complex workflows. It can 
also “identify what is beyond the capability of the platform, 
or when a particular event happens, and when it becomes 
important to get a human involved,” says Vida.

In another case, a Defense Department customer has 
channeled the savings achieved from optimizing its data 
analysis and “created a bootcamp to train more people 
to use Splunk to find more efficiencies,” says Vida.

Observability versus monitoring

Vida stresses that part of what distinguishes a platform 
approach like Splunk’s from other solutions are the 
critical “observability” capabilities it provides that go 
well beyond what traditional network monitoring tools 
can deliver. 

Monitoring technologies, such as application 
performance monitoring (APM), can tell you if a system 
is up or down or if there is a problem with application 
performance. But monitoring requires you to know 
what’s important to monitor in advance. Observability 
provides greater control over complex, distributed 
systems that are constantly updated, and where every 
change can create a new type of failure. 

“Platforms aren’t just a solution for putting your data 
into a cloud,” she says. “It’s being able to see across the 
entire lifecycle of the data and where it's being used to 
help inform these decisions about migration and where 
to place investments — and where to pivot from what 
we used to do, to what we want to do. It offers end-to-
end visibility of the data. And not all platforms do that,” 
she says. 

Nor are individual cloud vendors in a position to provide 
the same degree of insights, she adds.  “Splunk kind 
of acts as the Switzerland for data – it can act as the 
arbiter of figuring out what is an optimal mix in a hybrid 
cloud portfolio.” 

Longer-term benefits 

But as a former federal CIO, Vida also sees how 
establishing real-time observability puts federal 
agencies in a stronger position to achieve four longer-
term benefits:

• Efficiency — By being able to manage data, 
applications and infrastructure more effectively, 
and by becoming better stewards of government 
data for taxpayers.

• Resiliency — By reducing reaction time and 
“war room” sessions in response to attacks, and 
by giving IT and security teams a clearer view of 
remediation strategies.

• Security — By focusing attention and security 
controls on the assets that matter most, and by 
reducing time lost chasing down endless SIEM 
alerts.

• Innovation — By keeping up with how fast the 
world is changing, and by improving insights and 
employee productivity more quickly. 

To attain those benefits faster, Vida suggests that 
agencies have much more to gain these days by working 
more closely with leading technology players. Asked 
what’s changed about government-industry relations 
since her days at the Defense Department, Vida says, 
“Technology companies have come a long way from what 
they used to offer five years ago. They’ve shifted from 
core software to a full platform of capabilities.”  

In Splunk’s case, those capabilities have grown 
extensively with the recent announcement of new 
enhancements to Splunk’s Observability Cloud and its 
portfolio of full-stack infrastructure, application and 
data analytics and monitoring solutions, according to 
Vida. “Splunk’s cloud-based platform has the security 
baked in, it has the agility, and it has the scale that 
wasn’t available five years ago,” she says. 

Another reason agencies should take a new or deeper look 
at what technology leaders like Splunk now offer is the 
extent to which they’ve aligned their cloud service offerings 
to meet FedRAMP security and related federal standards. 

“Getting a FedRAMP certification is not a light lift in 
a company,” says Vida. “There has to be corporate 
commitment and decisions about changing product 
roadmaps. There also has to be support from the board 
of directors and a big commitment of time, effort and 
resources.”  Splunk was the first to have its data analytics 

and security analytics cloud service FedRAMP-certified. 
It also meets the Defense Department’s Impact Level 5 
provisional security requirements.

Additionally, Splunk has taken strategic steps to help 
government agencies meet their broader IT goals, 
according to Teresa Carlson, who was appointed 
president and chief growth officer at Splunk last April.

“Truly, for my view of the world, what we're doing 
is one of the most significant areas around digital 
transformation,” she told a reporter during Splunk’s 
recent annual .conf21 event. “If you look at all the top 
priorities of… government enterprises, everything 
that we do is in the top five of helping an enterprise 
meet their needs from digital transformation, cloud 
computing, cybersecurity, and understanding what's in 
their enterprise digitally,” she said 

Vida adds: “I truly believe that we're at that point in the 
world where the government — as good as its domain 
expertise is — it cannot keep pace with how fast 
technology has to change. So instead of government 
building the software, technology and capability first and 
then coming to industry to fill in the gaps — maybe it’s 
time to start with what industry has, and the capabilities 
out there that are secure and meet federal requirements. 
Start there and let government fill in the gaps.”

Learn more about how Splunk is helping government 
agencies accelerate digital transformation with 
cloud observability. 

This article was produced by FedScoop and 
underwritten by Splunk.
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